ABSTRACT Neuro-oncology research has rediscovered a complexity of nervous system cancers through the incorporation of cellular heterogeneity into tumor models with cellular subsets displaying stem-cell characteristics. Self-renewing cancer stem cells (CSCs) can propagate tumors and yield nontumorigenic tumor bulk cells that display a more differentiated phenotype. The ability to prospectively isolate and interrogate CSCs is defining molecular mechanisms responsible for the tumor maintenance and growth. The clinical relevance of CSCs has been supported by their resistance to cytotoxic therapies and their promotion of tumor angiogenesis. Although the field of CSC biology is relatively young, continued elucidation of the features of these cells holds promise for the development of novel patient therapies. V
INTRODUCTION
Fifteen years ago, at the time of the last printing of the Glia special issue on glioma, the prevailing model for the architecture of most solid tumors, including gliomas, was based on the stochastic clonal expansion model, whereby any one cell having acquired enough mutations for transformation yielded a bulk tumor composed of cells equal in their tumorigenic potential. A paradigm change occurred in 2003 when evidence for a more complex hierarchy within gliomas was described (Bao et al., 2006a; Galli et al., 2004; Hemmati et al., 2003; Ignatova et al., 2002; Singh et al., 2003 Singh et al., , 2004 Wang et al., 2010b) . This hierarchal organization within tumors is commonly termed the cancer stem cell (CSC) hypothesis and was first described in hematopoietic cancers (Bonnet and Dick, 1997; Lapidot et al., 1994) . At the apex of the hierarchy is the CSC and central to the CSC hypothesis is the ability of this population of cells to propagate tumors and promote tumor progression in an orthotopic xenograft transplantation model when compared with the nontumorigenic cells within the tumor bulk. This ability to initiate secondary tumor formation upon transplantation has led to these cells also being termed tumor-initiating cells or tumor-propagating cells. However, it is crucial to clarify that the terms initiating and propagating are describing a function of the cells in the transplantation assay and do not refer to the cell-of-origin from which these cancers were derived. Although evidence exists for a contribution of the CSC population to tumor propagation following therapeutic intervention, and mouse models have yielded valuable insight into potential cells of origin for gliomas, there is currently no clear evidence that it is a cancer cell with stem-like characteristics responsible for the initiating events in the development of the disease in patients. In the context of this review, we will be using the term CSC to describe the population of self-renewing cells responsible for tumor formation in the transplantation assay. In solid tumors, a CSC population has been prospectively identified directly from surgical tumor specimens and interrogated in vivo for cancers of the breast (Al-Hajj et al., 2003) , colon (O'Brien et al., 2007; RicciVitiani et al., 2007) , pancreas (Hermann et al., 2007; Li et al., 2007) , head and neck (Prince et al., 2007) , lung (Eramo et al., 2008) , and skin (Boiko et al., 2010; Monzani et al., 2007; Schatton et al., 2008) . Although the CSC hypothesis posits hierarchies in specific tissues akin to that described for stem-cell populations in normal organs, and, therefore is so named, it is important to limit comparisons. Both normal and neoplastic stemcell populations demonstrate self-renewal and differentiation capabilities, yet tight regulation of proliferation and differentiation to functionally integrating cell types only exists for the normal stem-cell compartment.
It is key to acknowledge that the hierarchy central to the CSC hypothesis may not be ubiquitous for all cancers or be represented in certain experimental cancer models (Kelly et al., 2007; Quintana et al., 2008) . Furthermore, clonal expansion may still exist to some degree within the CSC compartment following acquisition of a genetic mutation favorable for survival, especially following therapeutic intervention (see Figure 1) . A greater complexity may also exist whereby a non-CSC can evolve genetically and even acquire self-renewal potential that makes it phenotypically a CSC. Nonetheless, the demonstration of CSCs in human malignant glioma is strong evidence that the cellular heterogeneity of these tumors is associated with functional heterogeneity in terms of tumor initiation and propagation potential and warrants a discussion of how we identify and validate these cells and what their existence means for therapy and recurrence of the disease.
Current Enrichment Markers for Glioma Stem Cells
The field of CSC biology would not have evolved without the pioneering work performed in the hematopoietic field using fluorescent-activated cell sorting to lineage trace cells within the hematopoietic system based on cell surface markers and consequently identify a stemcell population with long-term reconstituting ability (Spangrude et al., 1988) . Translation of this technique to leukemia allowed for the first prospective identification of a stem-like population of cells within a cancer that could alone reinitiate the disease in a transplantation model (Bonnet and Dick, 1997; Lapidot et al., 1994) . For gliomas, CD133, CD15/SSEA-1, L1CAM, A2B5, and, more recently, integrin a6, are some of the identified surface markers that enrich for stem-cell populations within gliomas, termed glioma stem cells (GSCs) (Bao et al., 2008; Lathia et al., 2010; Ogden et al., 2008; Singh et al., 2004; Son et al., 2009) . Some studies have used serum-free conditions to generate tumor spheroids that are enriched in self-renewing tumorigenic stem cells then use serum or retinoic acid to induce a differentiated population from the sphere cultures. Although useful to enrich, not necessarily purify, populations of cells with stem-cell properties and test their differentiation potential as a surrogate for hierarchy, these conditions do not replicate the original tumor phenotypes (Lee et al., 2006 ) and therefore do not appropriately model the cellular hierarchy as does marker enrichment. It must be emphasized that central to the CSC hypothesis is the ability to use these surface markers to prospectively isolate the putative stem population within the heterogeneous bulk tumor and functionally validate the stem-cell phenotype of this population versus the nonstem population (Shackleton et al., 2009 ; see Figure 1) .
CD133, or Prominin-1, a cell membrane glycoprotein, is the most widely utilized antigen for enrichment of GSCs and has been repeatedly validated in freshly isolated patient specimens (Bao et al., 2006a; Singh et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2010b) . Some criticism for CD133 exists based on reports that CD133 negative cells can form tumors. However, it is essential to note that the usefulness of markers is only reliably apparent when evaluating freshly isolated patient specimens, as many of the reports claiming that CD133 is not informative come from cells that have been cultured. Markers can become uninformative in culture as there is undoubtedly an ongoing selection process that negates the ability to make inferences about hierarchy or lack thereof. Therefore, these findings on markers from culture cannot be extended to the situation in primary tumors. This becomes more apparent when the microenvironment is taken into account. CD133 and other cell surface markers are molecular interactors that mediate signals between cells and the microenvironment. Therefore, their expression and usefulness in GSC isolation may be missed if evaluated in culture versus a freshly dissociated tumor. There have been reports where fresh specimens were used and CD133 negative cells were able to grow tumors . These findings highlight the complexity of the CSC hypothesis as well as Although found throughout the tumor, these cells have a preferential location within perivascular and hypoxic regions or niches and can be isolated by surface marker expression (e.g.; CD133, CD15/SSEA-1, L1CAM, A2B5, and/or integrin a6). Following therapeutic intervention, it is possible that some level of clonal expansion occurs within the GSC population, most likely through an existing genetic mutation favorable for resistance. These surviving GSCs could then contribute to tumor recurrence. the field's appreciation that no single marker will be adequate to identify all GSC populations.
This appreciation has been enhanced by the reports of alternative markers to isolate GSCs that can be overlapping as well as independent of CD133. The tumorigenicity of CD133-independent populations was validated for CD15/SSEA-1, A2B5, and integrin a6 (Lathia et al., 2010; Ogden et al., 2008; Son et al., 2009 ). Subpopulations of CSCs with unique biological properties were recently described for colorectal cancer (Pang et al., 2010) . This finding underscores the need for such evaluation of GSCs isolated by different markers to identify potentially unique functional characteristics such as invasive potential and/or therapeutic resistance. For example, a functional role has been demonstrated for L1CAM and integrin a6, whereby knockdown or inhibition via a blocking antibody reduced tumor growth in a xenograft model (Bao et al., 2008; Lathia et al., 2010) . A comprehensive analysis expanding and correlating marker expression with functional characteristics will hopefully strengthen our understanding of the GSC phenotype.
The Working Definition of a GSC
Marker expression allows one to prospectively fractionate a bulk tumor into glioma stem cells (GSCs; marker positive) and non-GSCs (marker negative) populations, but it is through functional assessments that the CSC nature of one population over the other is verified. The key benchmark is the ability for the GSCs to reform a phenotypic copy of the original tumor in an orthotopic transplantation model, performed as a limiting dilution assay (Shackleton et al., 2009 ). Non-GSCs, by definition, lack this ability and fail in the transplant model. Additional criteria often evaluated include selfrenewal/stem-cell maintenance as measured by the neurosphere/tumorsphere assay and the ability to differentiate or express markers of downstream neural lineages in culture as a suggestion of hierarchal organization (e.g.; GFAP-positive astrocytes or Tuj1-positive immature neurons). Many of these assays were adopted from the neural stem-cell field, and, in fact, the neurosphere/ tumorsphere assay was one of the original methods used to identify a putative stem-cell population within brain tumors (Galli et al., 2004; Hemmati et al., 2003; Ignatova et al., 2002; Singh et al., 2003) . As touched on previously, culture undoubtedly confers some level of selection that makes it impossible to fully recapitulate the heterogeneity present in the primary patient sample. Nonetheless, culture is an informative and important surrogate. For example, the ability to culture a primary sphere, ideally from a single GSC, which can then be replated, as secondary spheres and so on, allows for the extrapolation of a self-renewal phenotype for the GSCs versus the non-GSCs. The ability of these serially passaged spheres to then remain tumorigenic in vivo supports the maintenance of the CSC hierarchy. More recently, it has been demonstrated that GSCs can be maintained in adherent conditions, with this approach highlighting the utility of culture systems for highthroughput screens (Pollard et al., 2009 ). However, the most important evaluation of a stem-cell population is the orthotopic xenograft model performed as an in vivo limiting dilution assay. This assay evaluates GSC selfrenewal through the ability to re-isolate GSCs from a primary xenograft and test their ability to form subsequent phenotypically heterogeneous tumors characteristic of glioma. Combined, our current methods allow for the isolation and interrogation of GSCs from the bulk tumor in an effort to better understand the disease.
Tumor Hierarchy in Mouse Models
Although mouse models of brain cancer are covered in detail elsewhere in this review issue, it is important to note that these genetically engineered systems have demonstrated support for the CSC hypothesis through the maintenance of a hierarchy for tumor initiation (Alcantara Llaguno et al., 2009; Bleau et al., 2009; Harris et al., 2008; Jacques et al., 2010; Read et al., 2009; Tamase et al., 2009; Ward et al., 2009) . These findings are important as they validate brain tumor initiating cells beyond xenograft models. Although caution must be exercised when comparing mouse models of cancer with the human disease, these systems nonetheless may offer preclinical models to test the impact of therapeutic interventions on tumor initiating cells (and less commonly cells that propagate secondary tumors) relative to the tumor bulk.
GSC Influence on Tumor Vasculature and Therapeutic Resistance
Of key interest in CSC biology is determining which pathways the CSCs use to maintain their phenotype. These cells have been reported to promote tumor angiogenesis while being resistant to chemotherapy and radiotherapy (Bao et al., 2006a,b; Liu et al., 2006; Singh et al., 2004) . Identifying and targeting the pathways used by the GSCs to evade current modes of therapy, which predominantly includes fractionated radiation and treatment with the oral DNA alkylating/methylating agent temozolomide following surgical resection, offers promise for the translation of therapies from bench to bedside.
Following surgical resection, radiation is the mainstay of treatment for malignant gliomas. However, recurrence is common and highlights the potential presence of a resistant cellular population. Indeed, CD133 marker positive GSCs have been shown to be more resistant to radiation-induced apoptosis than non-GSCs (Bao et al., 2006a) . Following exposure to radiation, the GSC population underwent dramatic expansion. Interestingly, GSCs demonstrated preferential activation of key components of the DNA damage response, likely leading to a corresponding increase in DNA repair. Notably, the fidelity of this repair is questionable due to an observed increase in mutation frequencies in recurrent malignant gliomas (Negrini et al., 2010; The Cancer Genome Atlas Research Network, 2008) and may cause additional mutational events that evolve during the course of cancer therapy. Additional molecules linked to radioresistance of GSCs include Notch, SirT1, HSP90, and Bmi1 (Chang et al., 2009; Facchino et al., 2010; Sauvageot et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2010a) , suggesting that there are multiple mechanisms that are co-opted by CSCs to survive genotoxic stress. Targeting these molecules along with the identification of other key components involved in GSC radioresistance will offer multiple targeting strategies to increase GSC radiosensitization.
In addition to radiation, standard treatment of malignant gliomas includes administration of the DNA damaging alkylating agent, temozolomide. Temozolomide works by alkylation at the O 6 position of guanine along with methylation at the N 7 position, which, if left unrepaired, leads to cell death. Although one report claimed preferential targeting of GSCs by temozolomide, other studies have demonstrated a relative resistance of GSCs (Beier et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2006; Shervington and Lu, 2008) . Importantly, higher expression levels O 6 -methylguanine-DNA-methyltransferase, the key repair enzyme for temozolomide-induced DNA adducts, have been reported in GSCs when compared with nonstem cells (Bleau et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2006) , and these higher expression levels in GSCs have been shown to directly correlate to drug sensitivity (Beier et al., 2008) . How this translates to the relative efficacy of temozolomide in the clinic has yet to be explored. Additional molecules upregulated in CSCs and linked to chemoresistance include the ABC (ATP-binding cassette) drug transporters (Hirschmann-Jax et al., 2004; Schatton et al., 2008) . First identified in murine bone marrow, this class of membrane pumps has been associated with stem like cells termed ''side-population'' (SP) cells based on their ability to efflux the DNA dye Hoechst 33342 (Gussoni et al., 1999) . SP cells were found to express high levels of the ABC drug transporter genes ABCG2/Bcrp1 and ABCA3 with later confirmation of increased expression of ABCG2/Bcrp1 in CD133 positive GSCs (HirschmannJax et al., 2004; Liu et al., 2006) . Additional support for a chemoresistance phenotype of SP cells has been demonstrated in a mouse model of glioma (Bleau et al., 2009) . However, further evaluation of these pumps relative to stem-cell marker expression is required as more recent reports have demonstrated that SP is not necessary or sufficient for GSC enrichment (Broadley et al., In press). Taken together, the ability of GSCs to actively transport certain chemotherapeutic agents out of the cell coupled with improved DNA repair mechanisms results in a relatively drug-resistant population of cells that likely contribute to tumor recurrence. Such resistance to standard genotoxic therapies supports the need for alternative approaches to target these cells.
Another mechanism by which GSCs facilitate tumor growth is by promoting tumor vasculature. Specifically, GSCs have been shown to influence angiogenesis and vasculogenesis through increased expression of VEGF and SDF-1, respectively (Bao et al., 2006b; Folkins et al., 2009) . Recently, the complexity of GSC influence on tumor vasculature has expanded based on studies demonstrating direct differentiation of GSCs to tumor endothelium and subsequent reduced tumor burden when GSC-derived endothelial cells are directly targeted (Ricci-Vitiani et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2010b) . It has also been shown that therapeutic targeting of GSCexpressed VEGF with the humanized neutralizing anti-VEGF antibody bevacizumab (Avastin) results in tumor inhibition in xenograft models (Bao et al., 2006b; Calabrese et al., 2007) . Indeed, the demonstrated effectiveness of bevacizumab in recurrent GBM led to its recent FDA approval, and it is currently in clinical trials in combination with other standard and investigational agents in newly diagnosed and recurrent GBM patients (Chamberlain, 2010). More recently, it has been proposed that inhibition of vasculogenesis represents a novel mode of treatment to prevent recurrence (Kioi et al., 2010) . Although angiogenesis relies on the formation of new capillaries from pre-existing vessels, tumor vasculogenesis involves the recruitment of endothelial precursor cells or bone marrow-derived hematopoietic cells to initiate de novo capillary formation. It has been reported that following radiation induced damage to tumor vasculature, the tumor becomes more dependent on vasculogenesis to reinitiate tumor growth. Kioi et al. (2010) explored this hypothesis using a murine intracranial GBM xenograft model and demonstrated that following radiation treatment, there was a cascade of events that resulted in increased vasculogenesis. This cascade was initiated by increased hypoxia in the tumor, resulting in increased HIF-1 expression that led to increased levels of SDF-1. The chemokine receptor, CXCR4, is then activated by SDF-1 to promote recruitment of CD11b1 myelomonocytes to the tumor to form new blood vessels. Importantly, this process was inhibited using the FDA-approved drug, AMD3100, which blocks the interaction of SDF-1 with CXCR4 (Broxmeyer et al., 2005) . Given the reported increased expression levels of SDF-1 in GSCs and their inherent radioresistance phenotype, it would be of significant therapeutic value to further define the role of GSCs in postirradiation vasculogenesis.
The GSC Niche
It is becoming increasingly clear that an integral component of glioma stem cell (GSC)-related therapy resistance and tumor initiation is the specified location, or niche, where GSCs reside within the tumor. The niche for normal adult stem cells controls the balance between stem-cell quiescence and tissue regeneration through the transmission of pro-or antiproliferative signaling. Although a direct parallel for niche-dependence in CSCs may not be apparent, the vascular endothelial cells have been shown to be an important factor for regulating stem-cell maintenance in what is referred to as the peri-vascular niche (Calabrese et al., 2007; Tavazoie et al., 2008) . Furthermore, in medulloblastoma, the perivascular niche has been reported to offer a protective advantage to CSCs following radiation treatment (Hambardzumyan et al., 2008) . As discussed previously, disruption of the vasculature, and hence the perivascular niche, depletes the CSC population and halts tumor growth (Calabrese et al., 2007) . More recent studies have focused on defining components of the perivascular niche that help maintain the CSC phenotype. Using a PDGF-induced glioma mouse model, it has been demonstrated that nitric oxide produced by endothelial cells contributes to tumor growth through activation of the Notch pathway (Charles et al., 2010) . Interestingly, inhibition of the Notch pathway using g-secretase inhibitors has been shown to decrease the radioresistance phenotype of GSCs, highlighting a potential mechanism for targeting GSCs via disruption of niche signaling (Wang et al., 2010a ). This approach is further supported by a recent report using a three-dimensional GBM explant system from patient-derived specimens, whereby the combination of Notch inhibition, shown in this study to target both the stem cells and endothelial cells, combined with radiation reduced stem-cell expansion (Hovinga et al., 2010) . Additionally, a population of GSCs reported to be CD44 high /Id1 high demonstrated a preferential localization in the perivascular niche and regulation by TGF-b (Anido et al., 2010) . Importantly, the therapeutic potential of targeting these cells through anti-TGF-b treatment was validated in mouse models as well as in a patient sample obtained from a phase I-II trial. These in vivo results are intriguing, but caution must be exercised when evaluating CD44 expressing cells under current GSC culture conditions as FGF, a major component in the culturing media, has been reported to induce CD44 expression (Pollard et al., 2008) .
Although seemingly counterintuitive to the aforementioned location within the presumed nutrient rich perivascular niche, GSCs have also been described to reside in a hypoxic niche. It is likely that GSCs reside within a hypoxic microenvironment transiently before the induction of angiogenesis and/or vasculogenesis by the GSCs. Indeed, the increased GSC-mediated VEGF expression driving angiogenesis is likely a direct result of hypoxic induced stabilization of the HIF transcription factors, namely HIF2a, as depletion of HIF2a in GSCs resulted in depletion of VEGF . Furthermore, HIF2a has been shown to regulate the transcription of stem-cell genes crucial to maintaining the GSC phenotype and is required for self-renewal as measured by tumorsphere formation and tumor initiation in a xenograft model (Heddleston et al., 2009; Jogi et al., 2002; Li et al., 2009; McCord et al., 2009; Seidel et al., 2010) . Not only does hypoxia have diverse effects on GSCs but it can drive nonstem cells into a more stem-like state (Bar et al., 2010; Heddleston et al., 2009; Soeda et al., 2009 ). Thus, the potential plasticity of the non-stem population should be taken into consideration when designing novel therapeutic strategies. Approaches aimed at targeting just the GSCs, and not the perivascular or hypoxic niches, may offer a selective advantage for the nonstem population to repopulate the tumor.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The complexity of malignant gliomas can be further appreciated with the identification of a hierarchal stemcell population. As we move forward in translating our understanding of the heterogeneous populations within the tumor to the design of more cell-specific and effective therapies, it is imperative to maintain a stringent definition of a CSC while ensuring careful interpretation of studies evaluating this phenotype. Of particular caution is the interpretation of differential responses between marker positive and negative cells in culture. CSCs were first defined from the direct sorting of fresh tissue based on functional differences in populations segregated by markers and not in culture. If cells are cultured, the markers may be less informative, and one cannot necessarily infer differences in positive and negative populations anymore. Additionally, it must be determined how CSCs contribute to recurrence following therapeutic intervention in order to incorporate new strategies that can eradicate these cells following primary presentation of the disease. Finally, correlating the cell of origin for glioma (covered elsewhere in this review issue) with the hierarchal CSC model will yield valuable insights to the development of the disease. That is, does the initiating tumor cell already demonstrate CSC properties or is there an evolution in the hierarchy? It is an exciting time in glioma biology, whereby application of the conceptual and methodological framework of stem-cell biology is leading to fresh insights into this terrible disease and hopefully, in the not to distant future, leading to improved patient care.
